
REELS 
IN,
CHAOS
OUT
LAGROL reel storage and 
unwinding system



Systematic reel storage.

With the LAGROL reel storage 
and unwinding system, you can 
store reels in an organized and 
systematic way. The time-consuming 
search for the right reel and 
transporting it back and forth is a 
thing of the past. This well-organized 
system ensures a smooth flow of 
material, allowing you to cut-to-
length directly from the rack, both 
manually and by machine. Benefit 
from more than 60 years of German 
experience and quality.

LAGROL Benefits.   

Discover the versatility and efficiency of our 
LAGROL. We have a solution that saves you time, 
space and money. Find out more about the 
numerous benefits:

2 Clear storage 
Fast identification and reduced search 
times

5 Protection against damage 
Safe, assigned placement that prevents 
cable / reel damage

3 Flexibility and automation 
Cut-to-length directly from the rack - 
manually and by machine

4 Optimized use of space 
Efficient use of space. Storing two reels per 
row is possible

1 Increased efficiency 
More orders can be processed in less time 
with just one person

7 Reliable support 
10-year guaranteed availability of spare 
parts and well-established customer service

6 Safe, comfortable working environment 
Cut-to-length under control without 
overruns or risk of the reels falling out



The perfect match.

The perfect interaction between the winding machine 
and the LAGROL creates a well thought-out and holistic 
solution for automated and efficient work. Our team of 
experts will be happy to advise you on our KABELMAT® 
winding machines.

The little brother of our LAGROL is our LAGBOI.  We also 
offer you a convenient solution for storing coils and 
spools with our MATBOI and SPULBOI.

Also available in small.

LAGBOI MATBOI SPULBOI

STORAGE 
BY 
SIZE
With our LAGROL system, every 
detail is precisely tailored to your 
specific requirements. Whether it‘s 
the dimensions of your warehou-
se, the number of reels, or even 
reels weighing several ton - we 
adapt everything individually. Rely 
on the expertise of our specialists 
to optimize your warehouse.

Do it.
Contact us now.

sales@kabelmat.com

Good to know: We also offer
innovative solutions for your
reel inventory management



More.
We produce almost every device 
and machine imaginable for 
processing and winding materials.
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